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Central fatigue refers to a progressive decline in the ability to activate muscles voluntarily.
Although the existence of central inhibition of the motor area via visual feedback during
physical fatigue was noted in a behavioral study, neural evidence has not been presented.
The central mechanism to regulate physical fatigue was examined using a
magnetoencephalographic (MEG) system. The study group consisted of eight healthy
participants. They were randomly assigned to two groups in a crossover fashion to perform
fatigue-inducing physical task sessions, in which they performed repetitive grips of a
dominant hand at maximal voluntary contraction levels every second without using
Ramachandran's mirror box to see the dominant hand or with using the mirror box to see
themirror reflection of the non-dominant hand to perceive that the fatigued dominant hand
was not fatigued. Before and after each session, imagery of maximum grips of the dominant
hand was performed for the evaluation with MEG. Beta-band event-related
desynchronization (ERD) level of motor readiness magnetic field in the sensorimotor area
in the contralateral hemisphere to the handgrips was not altered after the fatigue-inducing
session without or with the mirror box. In contrast, the ERD level of motor movement-
evoked magnetic field in the contralateral sensorimotor area was reduced after the fatigue-
inducing session without the mirror box, although it was not altered after the session with
the mirror box. We identified neural evidence of the central inhibition and showed that the
visual feedback system is involved in the central mechanism regulating motor output.
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1. Introduction

Fatigue, defined as difficulty in initiating or sustaining
voluntary activities (Chaudhuri and Behan, 2004), is classi-
fied as physical or mental. During physical fatigue, muscu-
lar and central mechanisms are thought to determine
physical performance. In terms of the muscular mechanism
.
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of physical fatigue, depletion of glycogen and phosphocre-
atine, which are physical energy sources, decrease in
resting membrane potential and dysfunctions of the calci-
um pump in sarcoplasmic reticulum, and failure of neuro-
muscular transmission have been reported to be associated
(Bertocci et al., 1992; Fitts, 1994; Jacobs et al., 1981; Pagala
et al., 1984).
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Central fatigue refers to a progressive decline in the ability
to activate muscles voluntarily, and is attributable to impair-
ment at sites proximal to the neuromuscular junction
(Gandevia et al., 1996), and supraspinal fatigue is a primary
component in the central mechanism of physical fatigue
(Gandevia et al., 1996; Taylor et al., 2000). Increased inhibition
from groups III and IV afferent nerves, which carry sensory
information to the central nervous system, to motor neurons
in the spinal cord, was reported during physical fatigue
(Garland, 1991; Garland et al., 1988; Garland and Kaufman,
1995; Hayward et al., 1988; Hayward et al., 1991). The inhibitory
input to themotoneuron pool in the spinal cord projects to the
output neurons in the motor cortex through ascending
pathways and changes the signals of these cells (Peltier et al.,
2005), and the inhibitory input from the spinal cord was
thought to contribute to fatigue-related changes in the motor
cortex. However, since Group III and IV afferent nervesmainly
carry pain information to the central nervous system, and
physical fatigue often accompanies sense of pain, the inhibi-
tion to the motor cortex may be caused by pain rather than
fatigue; it was not clear whether the inhibitory system specific
to physical fatigue really exists in the central nervous system.

Visual feedback using Ramachandran's mirror box
(Ramachandran et al., 1995), which is widely used to treat
hemiparesis following stroke, phantom limb pain, and
complex regional pain syndrome, has a crucial impact on
motor functions (Ramachandran and Altschuler, 2009;
Ramachandran and Rogers-Ramachandran, 1996); visuomo-
tor imagery training can provide appropriate sensory
feedback, thereby re-establishing congruent sensory motor
integration (Ramachandran and Altschuler, 2009); partici-
pants receive knowledge-of-performance feedback during
the mirror box session, which leads to improvement in
motor learning in healthy subjects (Cirstea et al., 2006;
Cirstea and Levin, 2007) and improvement in movement
among patients who have experienced stroke (Brisson and
Alain, 1997; Viitasalo et al., 2001). Multimodal sensory
information, especially visual information, contributes to
the integration of sensorimotor loop and consequently
internal representation of movements (Jeannerod, 2003;
Wolpert and Ghahramani, 2000). Because information on
physical fatigue is fed back to the brain through sensory
systems, and the brain controls motor output to maintain
physical performance and homeostasis (Noakes et al., 2005),
the mirror visual feedback system may also influence the
fatigue-related changes in the motor cortex.

Recently, we found that reduced left handgrip force caused
by performing repetitive left handgrips at maximal voluntary
contraction levels (i.e., a fatigue-inducing physical task) was
attenuated by looking at themirror reflection of the right hand
to perceive that left hand was not fatigued by using the
Ramachandran's mirror box (Tsutsumi et al., 2011). This
suggests the existence of central inhibition to the motor
cortex via mirror visual feedback during physical fatigue, the
visual feedback system is involved in the mechanisms
regulating motor output and thus physical performance, and
the feedback conflicting with individual motor control plan,
realization, sensory input is adjusted through this system.
However, no neural evidence for this hypothesis existed. In
the motor cortex, motor readiness and movement-evoked
responses are two primary movement-related responses. By
using a magnetoencephalographic (MEG) system with time-
frequency analyses, it was possible to quantitatively evaluate
the two types of movement-related responses (Kristeva-Feige
et al., 1997). The aim of the present study was thus to examine
the central mechanism to regulate physical fatigue by using a
160-channel whole-head-type MEG system. Because even a
single handgripmade the effect of the Ramachandran'smirror
box disappear (Tsutsumi et al., 2011) although repetitive
handgrips were essential for the MEG evaluation, we used
motor imagery strategy of the dominant hand, which had
been performed previously using MEG (Battapady et al., 2009;
de Lange et al., 2008), rather than actual handgrips tomaintain
the mirror box effect even with repeated handgrips. The
evaluation task session consisted of 87 blocks, and each block
consisted of three pacing cues followed by one handgrip cue.
The pacing cue consisted of white noise that lasted 33 ms; the
handgrip cue consisted of a 1,000 Hz tone that lasted 1 s.
During the session, the participants lay on the bed in a supine
positionwith their eyes closed and heard the sound cues every
1 s through earphones. During the handgrip cue period, they
were requested to imagine that they were gripping a soft ball
with their dominant hand at a maximal voluntary contraction
level for 1 s. Since the dominant hand was perceived as non-
dominant hand, and non-dominant hand was not moved
throughout the fatigue-inducing physical task session, the
fatigued dominant handwas perceived as not to be fatigued by
using the Ramachandran's mirror box, and the effect of the
Ramachandran's mirror box had not disappeared even after
the repetitive imagination of the handgrip based on the results
of our preliminary trials when the participants quickly moved
to the MEG bed with their eyes closed.
2. Results

2.1. Subjective level of physical fatigue

The experiment consisted of a single fatigue-inducing phys-
ical task session and two evaluation task sessions. Before and
after the fatigue-inducing session, imagery of maximum grips
of the dominant hand was performed for the evaluation with
MEG. In addition to the two experiments without and with the
mirror box, we conducted a rest experiment to evaluate the
time effects across each experiment. During the rest session of
the rest experiment, subjects sat on a bed for 1 min without
performing any fatigue-inducing physical task (i.e., no hand-
grips). Just before and after the fatigue-inducing or rest
sessions, the participants were asked to subjectively rate
their level of physical fatigue on a visual analog scale (VAS)
from 0 (minimum) to 100 (maximum). Subjective levels of
physical fatigue before and after the fatigue-inducing physical
task session are shown in Fig. 1. Three-way [hand (imagined to
be moved, non-imagined to be moved), physical fatigue (pre-,
post-fatigue-inducing task) and mirror box (without, with the
Ramachandran's mirror box)] ANOVA of VAS scores showed
the main physical fatigue [F(1,4)=11.53, P=0.027] effect, and
the hand×physical fatigue×mirror box [F(1,4)=15.26, P=0.017]
and hand×mirror box [F(1,4)=16.2, P=0.016] interaction ef-
fects. Three-way repeated-measures ANOVA did not show



Fig. 1 – Subjective level of physical fatigue in dominant (A) and
non-dominant (B) hands before (open columns) and (closed
columns) after a fatigue-inducing physical task session. Just
before and after a fatigue-inducing physical task session
without [mirror (−)] or with [mirror (+)] Ramachandran's mirror
box, participants were asked to subjectively rate their levels of
physical fatigue on a visual analog (VAS) scale from 0
(minimum) to 100 (maximum). Data aremean andSD. *P<0.05,
significant difference; #P<0.1, trend toward difference
(paired t-test).

Fig. 2 – Beta-band event-related desynchronization (ERD)
levels in readiness (A) and movement-evoked (B) fields before
(opencolumns)andafter (closedcolumns) the fatigue-inducing
physical task session without [mirror (−)] or with [mirror (+)]
Ramachandran's mirror box in the hemisphere to the
handgrips. Data are mean and SD. *P<0.05, significant
difference (paired t-test).
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significant main effect of hand [F(1,4)=3.67, P=0.128], or
hand×physical fatigue [F(1,4)=3.79, P=0.123] or physical
fatigue×mirror box [F(1,4)=2.24, P=0.209] interaction effects
on VAS score for physical fatigue. Although the VAS score of
the dominant hand was increased after the fatigue-inducing
session without the mirror box (paired t-test, P=0.045), the
score was not increased after the session with the mirror box
(Fig. 1A, P=0.206). In contrast, although the VAS score of the
non-dominant hand was not increased after the fatigue-
inducing session without the mirror box (P=0.644), the score
had a trend toward increasing after the session with the
mirror box (Fig. 1B, P=0.066). After the rest session, the VAS
score was not altered in the dominant [before, 3.5±5.1; after,
3.8±4.9 (mean±SD); P=0.391; paired t-test] or non-dominant
[before, 3.5±5.1; after, 3.3±4.5 (mean±SD); P=0.638; paired t-
test] hands.

2.2. Event-related desynchronization

Except for one participant, all other participants showed the
β-band event-related desynchronizations (ERDs) of readi-
ness and movement-evoked fields in the sensorimotor area
in the contralateral hemisphere to the handgrips across all
the experiments. The participant showed the β-band ERDs
of readiness and movement-evoked fields in the sensori-
motor area only in the ipsilateral hemisphere to the
handgrips across all the experiments. Thus, β-band ERDs
were assessed in the contralateral sensorimotor area for
seven participants and in the ipsilateral sensorimotor area
for one participant.

The β-band ERD of readiness field in the sensorimotor area
before and after the fatigue-inducing physical task session is
shown in Fig. 2A. Two-way repeated-measures ANOVAdid not
show main or interaction effects (P>0.500) consistently.
The β-band ERD of movement-evoked field in the
sensorimotor area before and after the fatigue-inducing
physical task session is shown in Fig. 2B. Physical fatigue×
mirror box [F(1,7)=15.75, P=0.005] interaction effect was
found. The ERD level was reduced after the fatigue-inducing
session without the mirror box.

After the rest session, the ERD level was not altered in
readiness [before, 0.22±0.07; after, 0.21±0.05 (mean±SD);
P=0.570; paired t-test] or movement-evoked [before, 0.22±
0.03; after, 0.19±0.03 (mean±SD); P=0.201; paired t-test]
fields.
3. Discussion

The present study showed that, although the β-band ERD level
of motor movement-evoked magnetic field was reduced after
a fatigue-inducing physical task session without Ramachan-
dran's mirror box, this alteration disappeared after a session
with the mirror box. With the Ramachandran's mirror box, a
mirror was placed vertically in the box, so that participants
could see the mirror reflection of the dominant hand super-
imposed on the non-dominant hand. Since the dominant
hand was perceived as non-dominant hand, and non-
dominant hand was not moved throughout the fatigue-
inducing physical task session, the fatigued dominant hand
was perceived as not to be fatigued. Therefore, our results
provide neural evidence that a mirror visual feedback system
is involved in the central mechanism regulating physical
fatigue as assessed using the MEG system with time-
frequency analyses.

Although subjective level of physical fatigue of the
dominant hand was increased after the fatigue-inducing
physical task session without the mirror box, the fatigue
level was not increased after the session with the mirror box.
In contrast, although the fatigue level of the non-dominant
hand was not increased after the session without the mirror
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box, the level had a trend toward increasing after the session
with the mirror box. These effects caused by using the
Ramachandran's mirror box suggest that the dominant hand
was visually perceived as the non-dominant hand (i.e., the
dominant hand was perceived not to be fatigued) for the
participants during the evaluation task session after the
fatigue-inducing task session with the mirror box, and ensure
the reliability and validity of the results of our neuroimaging
study.

The ERD level of motor readiness magnetic field was not
altered after the fatigue-inducing session regardless of the
mirror box. Different effects of the mirror box on the
magnetic responses of motor-related fields, readiness and
movement-evoked fields, could be explained by the differ-
ence of these fields: the readiness field mainly reflects the
planning of the voluntary movement (Kristeva-Feige et al.,
1997), whereas the movement-evoked field mainly reflects
sensory input and motor output (Gaetz and Cheyne, 2006;
Kristeva-Feige et al., 1997). These suggest that, under the
condition of physical fatigue, mirror visual feedback regu-
lates physical performance through inhibition of motor
output rather than that of motor planning (i.e., considering
that sensory input is minimal during motor imagery, sensory
input seems not to contribute to the ERD of movement-
evoked field).

By using functional MRI, it has been reported that tactile
stimuli of a right hand across a body midline activated the
right parietal cortex when eyes were closed, whereas
activation shifted to the left parietofrontal network when
eyes were open (Lloyd et al., 2003). Another study used
transcranial magnetic stimulation and reported a reduction
in the amplitude of motor-evoked potentials specific to the
corresponding hand muscles as a result of the observation of
painful events to others (i.e., needles penetrating a hand)
(Avenanti et al., 2005). The visual system seems to be
involved in the mechanism regulating neural activations,
and through this system, the brain itself may adjust its
commands to maintain the desired balance of physical
performance and homeostasis.

The present results provide neural evidence that the visual
feedback system is involved in central inhibition during
physical fatigue. These findings suggest that there exist some
brain regions that drive and regulate the motor cortex during
physical fatigue. Our findings provide new perspectives on the
neural mechanisms underlying physical fatigue.
4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Participants

Eight healthy male volunteers [age, 27.6±5.6 years (mean±
SD)] were enrolled. According to the Edinburgh handedness
inventory (Oldfield, 1971), six were right-handed and twowere
left-handed. None of the participants had a history of any
medical illness. The protocol was approved by the Ethics
Committee of Osaka City University, and all the participants
gave written informed consent to participate. Experiments
were conducted in amagnetically shielded room at Osaka City
University Hospital.
4.2. Experimental design (Fig. 3A)

After enrollment, the participants were randomly divided
into two groups in a single-blinded, crossover fashion to
perform fatigue-inducing physical task sessions without or
with Ramachandran's mirror box (Ramachandran et al.,
1995). The box was constructed by placing a vertical mirror
inside a cardboard box with the roof of the box removed; the
front of the box had two holes in it through which the
participants inserted their arms. They were asked to view
the reflection of the non-dominant hand in the mirror, thus
creating the illusion of observing the dominant hand
(Ramachandran and Rogers-Ramachandran, 1996). The ex-
periment consisted of a single fatigue-inducing physical task
session and two evaluation task sessions. Before and after
the fatigue-inducing session, imagery of maximum grips of
the dominant hand was performed for the evaluation with
MEG. In addition to the two experiments without and with
the mirror box, we conducted a rest experiment to evaluate
the time effects across each experiment as described in the
evaluation task session. During the rest session of the rest
experiment, subjects sat on a bed for 1 min without
performing any fatigue-inducing physical task (i.e., no
handgrips). Just before and after the fatigue-inducing or
rest sessions, the participants were asked to subjectively rate
their level of physical fatigue on a VAS from 0 (minimum) to
100 (maximum). Before each experiment, they gripped a
device (HAND GRIPS 30 kg; IGNIO, Nagoya, Japan) repeatedly
several times to understand how the handgrip works. In
addition, before the experiment with the Ramachandran's
mirror box, they were trained until the non-dominant hand
in the mirror could be perceived as the dominant hand; they
performed repetitive grips of the dominant and non-domi-
nant hands simultaneously at minimal voluntary contrac-
tion level every 1 s for 1 min without any devices, while
watching the reflection of the non-dominant hand in the
mirror. They perceived that the fatigued hand was not
fatigued during the fatigue-inducing task trials with their
eyes open. These trials to learn that the fatigued hand was
not fatigued were performed outside the MEG scanner sitting
on a MEG bed. Just after the fatigue-inducing task trials, they
lay on a bed in a supine position and moved into the MEG
scanner with their eyes closed in order to maintain the
illusion or learn that the fatigued hand was not fatigued.
Since even a single handgrip may eliminate the illusion,
motor imagery task rather than actual motor task was
performed with their eyes closed. This study was conducted
in a quiet, temperature- and humidity-controlled, magnet-
ically shielded room. For 1 day before each visit, they
refrained from intense physical and mental activities and
caffeinated beverages, consumed a normal diet, and main-
tained normal sleeping hours. The time interval between
each experiment was longer than 24 h.

4.3. Fatigue-inducing physical task session

During the fatigue-inducing physical task session, the partici-
pants sat on the bed and gripped the device repeatedly at
maximal voluntary contraction levels of the dominant hand
every second, guided by a metronome. The fatigue-inducing



Fig. 3 – Experimental paradigm. (A) Experimental design. After enrollment, participantswere randomly divided into two groups
in a single-blinded, crossover fashion to perform fatigue-inducing physical task sessionswithout [mirror box (−)] or with [mirror
box (+)] Ramachandran'smirror box. Each experimentwas composed of a single fatigue-inducing physical task session and two
evaluation task sessions. In addition to the two experiments without andwith themirror box, we conducted a rest experiment
to evaluate the time effects across each experiment. (B) Evaluation task session. Evaluation task session consisted of 87 blocks,
and each block consisted of three pacing cues followed by one handgrip cue. During the session, the participants heard the
sound cues every 1,000 ms through earphones, and during the handgrip cue period, they were requested to imagine that they
were gripping a soft ball with their dominant hand at a maximal voluntary contraction level for 1,000 ms.
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physical task sessionwas terminatedwhen they could not keep
up with the pace of the sounds.

4.4. Evaluation task session (Fig. 3B)

The evaluation task session consisted of 87 blocks, and each
block consisted of three pacing cues followed by one handgrip
cue. The pacing cue consisted of white noise that lasted 33 ms;
the handgrip cue consisted of a 1,000 Hz tone that lasted 1 s.
During the session, the participants lay on a bed in a supine
position with their eyes closed and heard the sound cues every
1 s through earphones. During the handgrip cue period, they
were requested to imagine that they were gripping a soft ball
with their dominant hand at a maximal voluntary contraction
level for 1 s. All cue sounds were produced by Windows Media
Player (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) and were con-
verted to electric signals by a sound card [Creative X-Fi Audio
Processor (WDM); Creative Technology, Singapore, Singapore]
installed in a personal computer (DELL Precision 390; Dell,
Round Rock, TX) outside of themagnetically shielded room. The
sound signal was amplified by an audio amplifier (MA-500U;
Onkyo Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and conveyed through
earphone system (Insert Earphone P/N ER-2; Etymotic Research,
Elk Grave Village, IL).

4.5. MEG recordings

MEG recordings were performed using a 160-channel whole-
head type MEG system (MEG vision; Yokogawa Electric Corpo-
ration, Tokyo, Japan) with a magnetic field resolution of 4 fT/
Hz1/2 in a white-noise region. The sensor and reference coils
were gradiometers 15.5 mm indiameter and 50mmat baseline,
and each pair of sensor coils was separated by 23mm. The
sampling rate was 1,000 Hz with a 200 Hz hard low-pass filter
and a 0.3 Hz hard high-pass filter.

4.6. MEG data analyses (Fig. 4)

TheMEG signal data for each evaluation task sessionwere fast-
Fourier transformed after analog-to-digital conversion in the
time range of −2,000 to 2,000 ms relative to handgrip cue onset,
averaged, and compared as a function of frequencies using a
software (Coohea; Yokogawa Electric Corporation). Time-fre-
quency analyseswere performed to observe aβ-band (13–25 Hz)
ERD pattern. A baseline correction was introduced from
−1,500ms to −1,000 ms. The ERD has been described as a
period of asynchronous neural activity within the cortical
network specific to movement preparation and execution
(Pfurtscheller and Berghold, 1989). The ERD level was calcu-
lated as 1.0 subtracted by the beta-band power relative to the
baseline. The ERD level of motor readiness magnetic field was
identified as the greatest level of ERD relative to the baseline
activity among all the MEG sensors in the sensorimotor area
and time course (time range, −500 to 0 ms) at a target β-band
frequency (Fig. 4A); and the ERD level of motor movement-
evoked magnetic field was identified as the greatest level of
ERD relative to the baseline activity among all the MEG
sensors in the sensorimotor area and time course (time range,
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Fig. 4 – Time-frequency representation plot and topography of β-band power change corrected for baseline (time range of
−1,500 to −1,000 ms relative to handgrip cue onset) of motor readiness (A) and movement-evoked (B) magnetic fields in the
sensorimotor area for a single left-handed participant. The event-related desynchronization points are indicated as white dots
within red and orange circles. Power is symbolized by blue for decreases and red for increases. The right (R) sides are indicated.
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250 to 1,250 ms) at a target β-band frequency (Fig. 4B).
The target β-band frequency was identified as the temporal
frequency at which the ERDs of both readiness and move-
ment-evoked fields could be observed during all the evalua-
tion task sessions before the fatigue-inducing and rest
sessions in each participant. The segment length of the
time-frequency analyses was 125 ms with frequency resolu-
tion of 2 Hz, and there were no overlaps among the segments.

4.7. Statistical analysis

The effect of physical fatigue ormirror box on β-band ERD level
was analyzed using two-way repeated-measured ANOVA, and
the effect of hand (dominant or non-dominant) or physical
fatigue (pre- or post-fatiguing task trials) or mirror box on VAS
score was analyzed using three-way repeated-measured
ANOVA. Post-hoc comparisons between groups (without and
with the mirror box, before and after the fatigue-inducing
session, and dominant and non-dominant hands) were per-
formed using paired t-test when appropriate. All P values were
2-tailed, and P values less than0.05were considered statistically
significant. Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS
17.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Only significant effects were reported.
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